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The morphology of the martensitic transformation during a superelastic cycle is studied 

by in situ scanning electron microscopy deformation experiments in microwires of Cu-

Zn-Al. The diameters of the wires studied (from 21 to 136 µm) span the range where 

significant size effects upon transformation hysteresis have been observed. In larger 

wires the transformation is accommodated by the continual nucleation of many new 

martensite plates that grow and eventually coalesce with their neighbors. In the small 

wires a single martensite plate nucleates at the start of the transformation and then 

proceeds to grow in a monolithic fashion; the wire transforms by the smooth axial 

propagation of a single interface. The transition from many- to single-domain 

transformation is gradual with wire diameter, and based upon the scaling of domain 

density with sample size, we attribute it to a crossover from bulk to surface-obstacle 

control of the transformation front propagation.  This observation also sheds light upon 

reported size effects in energy dissipation in shape memory alloys.  

Keywords: In situ; Phase morphology; Martensitic transformation; Size effect; 

Nucleation and growth 
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1. Introduction 

Several aspects of the reversible martensitic phase transformation in shape memory 

alloys (SMAs) have been found to depend on sample size [1-9]; their response 

changes when a ‘characteristic length’ related to the mechanics of the phase 

transformation interacts with a sample size parameter. For example, when the 

characteristic size (e.g. grain size or pillar diameter) is decreased into the nanometer 

range, a loss of superelasticity and shape memory has been reported for Ni-Ti, such as 

for a grain size below ~50 nm [1, 10, 11]. Similarly, for Fe-Ni powders subjected to 

quenching through the transformation temperature, the probability of martensite 

formation decreases with decreasing particle diameter in the micron range [12]. Other 

properties, though, are enhanced in small scale samples such as in Ni-Mn-Ga where 

the magnetic field-induced strain increases dramatically in highly porous foams [13].  

Recently, a different type of size effect was reported in Cu-based SMA microwires 

with a bamboo grain structure [14-16]. For wires of both Cu-Al-Ni and Cu-Zn-Al the 

transformation hysteresis was observed to increase as the wire diameter decreased 

from ~100 to ~20 µm [14]. In line with these results, microcompression studies on 

Cu-Al-Ni single crystalline pillars with diameters of ~1 µm show a much larger 

superelastic hysteresis than their bulk counterparts [17-20]; smaller samples dissipate 

more energy per unit volume than larger samples. The energy dissipation in SMAs, 

manifested by the hysteresis, is related to the movement of the austenite/martensite 

interface where energy is dissipated in the form of frictional work spent on 

overcoming resistance to interface motion [21, 22]. 

For Cu-Al-Ni microwires, the size effect has been attributed to enhanced frictional 

energy dissipation at the free surfaces in smaller wires when the martensite plates 
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propagate along the sample axis [16]. Nonlocal continuum modeling of Cu-Al-Ni 

nanopillars, furthermore, related the size effect to the non-uniform evolution of the 

phase transformation [23]. However, the above works offered these explanations for 

the size effect as hypotheses, which are strongly related to an assumed morphology of 

the phase transformation, without the benefit of any direct observations that speak to 

the morphological evolution of martensite in any SMA in this size range (~5 - 500 

µm).  

At the millimeter scale, the nucleation and propagation of martensite has been studied 

by various in situ techniques such as optical microscopy (OM) [24-28], digital image 

correlation [29-31] and thermal observations with an infrared camera [32, 33]. In 

large single crystals loaded uniaxially the evolution of martensite plates seems to be 

one of nucleation, growth (both perpendicular and parallel to the loading axis) and 

coalescence of plates [24, 25]. The transformation also appears to be hierarchical, 

meaning that larger macroscopic bands grow by the nucleation of a myriad of smaller 

plates at the transformation front [24, 25, 34, 35]. At the nanometer size scale, also, 

SMAs have been studied in situ using transmission electron microscopy (TEM), for 

example to investigate the suppression of phase transformation indicated by ex situ 

mechanical measurements [36]. The technique has also been employed to study the 

morphological evolution of martensite plates as they nucleate and grow and how this 

evolution is affected by dislocations [37, 38] grain boundaries [39] and precipitates 

[40-42]. Lastly, in situ studies have been used to study interfaces [43], determining 

selection rules for stress-induced martensite phases and variants [44-47] and 

observing dislocation substructure evolution during cycling [48-51]. 
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In the size range between what can be captured with TEM (nm) and OM (mm), 

however, there is a general lack of in situ studies on the morphology and kinematics 

of the martensitic transformation in SMAs. Furthermore, free surface effects, although 

ubiquitous, are often ignored in TEM studies and are expected to play only a minor 

role in millimeter size samples, and thus remain essentially unexplored in superelastic 

SMAs.  This again connects to the array of size effects seen in samples with 

dimensions of a few to a few hundred µm, where surface effects may be significant 

but their role is speculative at present.  The purpose of this paper is to start closing 

this gap, with a first in situ scanning electron microscopy (SEM) study of Cu-Zn-Al 

SMA microwires. The sample size range presented here span microscale diameters 

where a size effect has been observed, as well as larger diameters more typical of a 

conventional bulk specimen.  

2. Methods and materials 

The microwires used in this study were prepared using the Taylor liquid drawing 

technique [52, 53]. Solid alloy pieces of composition Cu–22.9%Zn–6.3%Al (wt.%) 

were placed in a closed-end aluminosilicate glass tube with 4 mm inner diameter and 

a working temperature of ∼1250 °C. The inside of the tube was then subjected to low 

vacuum conditions and heated by an oxy-acetylene burner until the metal melted and 

the glass softened, at which point a glass capillary was drawn with the molten metal at 

its core. To promote grain growth into the stable bamboo structure, the as-drawn 

wires (still in the glass sheath) were annealed in an argon atmosphere for 3 h at 800 

°C and water quenched. The glass coating was removed by immersion in ∼10 % 

diluted aqueous hydrofluoric acid. In situ SEM deformation experiments were 

performed on five samples. The five wires were obtained with different draw speeds 
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yielding diameters ranging from 21 to 136 µm. Two wires (with diameters 21 and 116 

µm) showing representative behavior will be presented in detail and will for 

simplicity be referred to as the fine wire and the coarser wire, respectively. Some 

wires are slightly tapered and the diameters are therefore average values. Dynamic 

scanning calorimetry (DSC) results, obtained at a rate of 10 °C⋅min-1, are shown in 

Fig. 1.  The transformation temperatures, as indicated in the plot, are observed to be 

Af ∼ 25, As ∼ 9, Ms ∼ 8 and Mf ∼ -6°C (austenite finish and start, martensite start and 

finish, respectively).  

The in situ tensile tests were performed at room temperature using a deformation 

stage (Gatan Microtest 200) inside of a scanning electron microscope (SEM). The 

wires were gently heated before mechanical testing to ensure single phase conditions 

(cf. Fig. 1). Epoxy was used to create grips at the wire ends to ensure sound 

mechanical contact. The wire surface was monitored in situ during the test and 

deformation was interrupted at regular intervals to obtain high quality images as the 

wire transformed. The strain rate was ~10-4 s-1: no ‘dynamic effects’ (e.g. variant 

redistribution) were observed between deformation interruption and image capturing. 

All strains are inferred from the images and therefore represent ‘local’ strains in the 

photographed region. These local strains were measured between grain boundaries 

when they were observed within the field of view; a feature on the wire surface was 

used in cases where the imaged region contained only one grain boundary. The gauge 

lengths were 12 and 15 µm for the fine and coarser wires respectively. 
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3. Martensite morphology during a superelastic cycle 

3.1 Martensite morphology in fine and coarser wires 

The morphological evolution of martensite during a superelastic cycle at room 

temperature is shown in Fig. 2 for the coarse wire with a diameter of 116 µm. The 

panels in Fig. 2 focus on a single grain with a large aspect ratio of 4, bounded by 

grain boundaries on either side (marked by dashed red lines in the upper left panel); 

this is a typical oligocrystalline structure [14, 54]. The left column of Fig. 2 shows the 

sequence of events upon loading of this coarse wire. A local digital-image correlation-

based measurement of the tensile strain level is noted next to each panel. As the wire 

is stretched martensite becomes visible as surface relief.  In the successive panels of 

Fig. 2 we have enhanced the contrast of the martensite phase for visual clarity; raw 

images are made available as supplemental material online [55].  

We see that the first plates are nucleated near the left grain boundary and that the 

transformation is further accommodated by the nucleation of new plates distributed 

along the length of the grain. These then also thicken until they communicate with 

their neighboring plates and coalesce into a single domain. In the last panel on the left 

the grain is almost fully transformed. The image sequence for the reverse 

transformation is shown on the right of Fig. 2, and proceeds by large martensite areas 

fragmenting into a myriad of thinner plates. Because the test temperature is very close 

to Af, a few martensite plates are observed in the last panel of Fig. 2 resulting in a 

small residual strain of 0.1 %. The transformation evolution in Fig. 1 is qualitatively 

very similar to what is observed under in situ OM for bulk SMA samples [24, 25, 35], 

which, even under single-variant conditions is characterized by a large proliferation of 

separate domains followed by their coalescence, both on the forward and reverse 

transformations.  
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In Fig. 3 we show the complementary set of images for the same kind of test on the 

finer wire with diameter 21 µm. As in Fig. 2 we have enhanced the contrast of the 

martensite phase for visual clarity. The field of view shows a section of wire that 

comprises a single grain, except for one grain boundary located at the right side of the 

wire and denoted by a dashed red line in the first panel. The left column of Fig. 3 

shows the image series upon loading, where the first two martensite plates that form 

are, like for the coarse wire, nucleated near a grain boundary. However, the 

subsequent kinematics of the transformation in this finer wire are strikingly different 

from those seen in Fig. 2 in the coarse wire. Instead of being accommodated by the 

continual nucleation and coalescence of new plates, the transformation now proceeds 

in a monolithic fashion; the wire transforms by the smooth axial propagation of a 

single interface. The unloading sequence for the wire is shown in the right-hand 

column of Fig. 3, where the reverse transformation is seen to mirror the forward 

transformation: the single martensite plate remains monolithic and shrinks from left to 

right as the load is reduced, and the large transformation strain of 9.5 % is almost 

fully recovered. Only a very thin plate, isolated between the grain boundary and the 

right end of the principal plate, does not transform back to austenite, which is 

reasonable since the test temperature is very close to Af. This transformation pathway 

is again in stark contrast to that observed in the coarse wire where the reverse 

transformation also proceeded by domain fragmentation. The strain achieved in this 

wire is somewhat larger (9.5% as compared to 6.2%), being most likely an effect of 

local crystallographic orientation, which is uncontrolled for in these experiments.  

In order to quantitatively compare the significance of nucleation and growth in the 

fine and coarser wires we measure the linear plate number density as shown in Fig. 4 

against the transformed fraction (i.e., the instantaneous strain normalized by the 
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maximum strain at the end of the transformation). We see that for the fine wire two 

plates (within the field of view) are nucleated early in the test, and the fact that one of 

them grows is reflected by the long, horizontal shelf in the plot; strain (volume 

fraction) increases without requiring further domain nucleation. In other words, the 

high interface mobility renders further martensite plate nucleation unnecessary.  

For the coarser wire, on the other hand, the evolution is quite different—strain is 

accumulated to a large extent by the continual nucleation of new phase domains. At 

medium strains, the process of coalescence begins to occur and gradually dominates 

beyond the peak in Fig. 4, where new plates are emerging at approximately the same 

rate as established ones coalesce, and the slope of the curve flattens out. As the 

maximum strain is approached, the plates coalesce and the curve dips. The reverse 

transformation is similar to the forward one except for the higher number of plates 

caused by the fragmenting of large plates. 

3.2 Sample size dependencies on martensite plate density  

In Fig. 5a we provide data for three more SMA wires in addition to the two pictured 

in Figs. 2-3, and plot the maximum number of martensite domains during superelastic 

tests, as well as the average number over the course of a cycle, as a function of the 

wire diameter, D. Although there is scatter in the data, a clear trend emerges across all 

of our tested wires, where smaller wires contain fewer domains per unit length as they 

transform. In other words, the finer the wire, the more domain growth relative to 

nucleation, and hence for the smallest wires we observe the single-domain 

transformation morphology in Fig. 3. For the coarser wires, on the other hand, growth 

is more difficult and hence multi-domain nucleation accommodates the strain. We 

believe that these differences in transformation kinematics, namely the transition from 
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multi-domain to single-domain transformation, are a sample size effect. The lines 

labeled ‘surface’ and ‘volume’, as well as Fig. 5b (which shows the data from Fig. 5a 

plotted on a per volume basis in stead of per length) will be discussed later in the text. 

Although factors other than sample size, such as extremely low dislocation densities 

and temperature gradients have been shown to produce single interface 

transformations in large samples [56-58], these special conditions are not expected in 

the present experiments, and larger SMA samples generally exhibit phase morphology 

and evolution very similar to that seen in our large wire [24, 25, 35]. Furthermore, the 

two wires presented here were produced from the same initial pellet, given the same 

thermal treatment and preparation; they should have similar defect structures 

(although their sizes may sample defects differently—a point to which we shall 

shortly return).  We can also rule out stress multiaxiality effects or end effects, as all 

of our images are taken far from the grips and show ~1-3 % of very long gauge 

sections; all wires experience the same uniaxial tensile stress state.   

4. Obstacle density and morphology 

After the first martensite plate has been formed, the wire has two options to 

accommodate further deformation: the initial plate can grow or new plates can 

nucleate in the austenite. Growth may be expected to be easier with increasing degree 

of crystal perfection [59]; if the interface is presented with obstacles, i.e., any type of 

crystal imperfection, growth will be more difficult [58]. For all of our wires, the 

martensite plates span the cross section, and the transformation front will encounter 

such obstacles as it traverses the length of the wire.  If the material has an intrinsic 

volumetric number density of defects or obstacles, nv, then the number of obstacles 

per unit length of interface traversal would be ~!!! ∙ !
! ∙ !!.  On the other hand, for 
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fine wires it has been proposed that surface defects may also be important obstacles to 

transformation front propagation [16], which would obey a different scaling with the 

number of obstacles per length going as ~ ! ∙ ! ∙ !! with ns the areal number density 

of surface defects. 

If transformation fronts are waylaid by obstacles, encouraging the nucleation of new 

domains, then, to first order the number of martensite domains observed in a 

specimen would be proportional to the number of obstacles. In this light, the data in 

Fig. 5a are now compared with the black lines representing linear (surface) and 

quadratic (volume) scaling with D as discussed above. The results are suggestive: the 

martensite domain density (per unit length) scales far more closely with D, as 

expected for surface-obstacle control, than with D2 for volume-obstacle control.  

The scaling of plate density with obstacles at the wire surface, as suggested by Fig. 

5a, is in line with the size-dependent behavior in a related SMA, Cu-Al-Ni, studied by 

Chen and Schuh [16]. They related their observation of a size effect in superelastic 

hysteresis to the increased pinning of the transformation front at free surfaces; the 

cross-over from volume to surface dominated physics was shown to take place in 

wires with diameters around, or just below, 100 µm. Another example of size 

dependent behavior in SMAs is that of polycrystalline SMAs, where several alloy 

families show a decrease in Ms with decreasing grain size [60-65]. Interestingly, these 

effects also show little or no size dependence for large grains, but start to emerge for 

grain sizes below ∼100 µm. 
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5. Size effects 

5.1 Size effect in hysteresis  

The above observations suggest that the sampling of defects, or obstacles, by the 

transformation front, changes with sample size, and this should be in principle related 

to some of the size effects previously reported in shape memory alloys.  For example, 

we may re-examine the size effect on transformation hysteresis in light of the above 

discussion, because hysteresis is directly related to transformation obstacles [21, 66, 

67]. During a thermoelastic martensitic transformation the moving interface has to 

perform an amount of frictional work related to the number and nature of the 

obstacles it meets [21, 67]. The energy dissipated as heat when the austenite-

martensite interface bypasses these obstacles is reflected in the magnitude of the 

stress hysteresis [67]. As a first order model, the stress hysteresis magnitude, Δσ, is 

simply proportional to the obstacle number density, n, per unit volume of sample 

     ∆! = !! ∙ !               (1) 

where E0 is the energy dissipated per obstacle bypassed. Our previous observations 

about obstacle densities based on Fig. 5a can thus be used to explain a size effect on 

hysteresis, with one adjustment.  The data in Fig. 5a are normalized per unit length of 

wire, but hysteresis is measured over the whole specimen volume; in Fig. 5b we 

replot the data of Fig. 5a on a per volume basis instead of per length. The volumetric 

densities of volume and surface obstacles are nv and !∙!!!  respectively. Furthermore, 

we can speculate that the surface and volume defects are of the same nature and from 

the same defect population, their position at the surface and in the interior being their 

only distinguishing trait.  In that case ns ≈ Do⋅nv, where Do is a characteristic obstacle 

length scale. The volume and surface scalings are shown as black lines in Fig. 5b. 
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Although the smaller specimens transition from multi-domain to single-domain 

character (Fig. 5a), one can now better appreciate that this involves a higher overall 

volumetric density of domains (Fig. 5b).  And with a higher density of domains, n, 

hysteresis rises according to Eq. 1, which can be rewritten using the obstacle density 

definitions above as: 

    ∆! = !! ∙ !!(1+ !∙!!
! )    (2) 

Here the leading term describes a volume-obstacle effect and the second term a 

surface-obstacle one.  Owing to the 1/D dependence of the latter, we expect to see no 

size effect for samples sufficiently large, and a cross-over to a 1/D size scaling for 

small samples that are surface-obstacle dominated. In Fig. 6 we plot data for vertical 

hysteresis size of Cu-Zn-Al [15] and Cu-Al-Ni [16] wires as well as data for larger 

single crystalline Cu-based alloys [35, 68, 69] against wire diameter. The solid black 

line is Eq. 2 while the red lines represent the surface and volume terms plotted 

separately.  

The free parameters are obtained by fitting to the data: nv = 6⋅1013 m-3, Do = 40 µm 

and E0 = 1.1⋅10-7 J. The match to the data is good, including a plateau of hysteresis for 

large samples and an increase that appears to reasonably follow a 1/D dependence for 

samples below about 100 µm. Furthermore, the fitting parameters seem physically 

reasonable; for example, we might compare the fitted obstacle density to that 

expected for point defects: the equilibrium vacancy concentration in quenched 

samples should lie between that at room temperature and at the annealing 

temperature, which in Cu are ~106 and ~1019 m-3, respectively. As a second 

comparison, a typical dislocation density of ~1011 m-2 divided by a typical burgers 

vector of ~10-10 m yields a volumetric density of ~1021 m-3. Whereas the fitted 
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obstacle density found from Eq. (2) (~1013 m-3) is in the middle of the range of point 

defect concentrations, it is far smaller than the dislocation density.  This suggests that 

the “obstacles” to martensitic transformation are rarer than dislocations, and may be, 

e.g., dislocation junctions or point defects. 

5.2 Starvation of obstacles 

In the preceding sections we have related martensite transformation morphology to 

the ease of domain growth; the fewer obstacles the interface encounters, the more 

domain growth; the more domain growth, the more surface obstacles dominate the 

response, and the more energy dissipated per unit volume. This line of reasoning 

assumes that there is a homogeneous distribution of obstacles that will be sampled in 

an average sense by the transformation.  However, a natural extension of this view is 

that for samples at the finest scales, the transformation may encounter obstacles only 

rarely and stochastically, so a description based on average encounters is no longer 

applicable. This idea, that the scarcity of defects may control behavior of small scale 

martensitic materials has been used in explaining the loss of martensite formation [12, 

70, 71]. In these cases, defects are not treated as ‘obstacles’ to transformation front 

motion, but as potential nuclei for the initiation of the transformation in the first place. 

For example, the suppression of martensite in Fe-Ni beads in the micron range was 

attributed to the small probability of finding a defect with high enough nucleation 

potency in small beads [70]. Statistical models taking advantage of a Poisson type 

probability distribution of defects describe such trends well and show that nucleation 

is heterogeneous: it preferentially occurs on crystallographic defects [70, 71].  

Using the density definitions from Section 4 in a grain of aspect ratio 4 (L = 4⋅D), the 

most probable number of defects, N, is  
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   ! = ! ∙ !! ∙ !!(1+ !∙!!
! )    (3) 

and the probability of having at least one such defect at the austenite/martensite 

interface is 

     ! = 1− !!!     (4) 

If we use the values for obstacle density and obstacle size determined earlier, 

starvation of nucleation sites/obstacles will start to become important for 

characteristic sizes of a few microns, e.g., P = 0.5 when D = 4.6 µm. This is in line 

with previous studies on martensite suppression that also commence for characteristic 

lengths of some microns [12, 70, 72] and it implies that another cross-over may be 

expected at finer scales than studied in the present experiments: from surface to 

obstacle starvation-controlled behavior.  

If we combine the probability of encountering an obstacle (Eq. 4) with Eq. 2, the 

‘stochastic’ hysteresis size, Δσs, now becomes 

  ∆!! = !! ∙ !!(1+ !∙!!
! ) ∙ (1− !!!∙!!∙!!(!!

!∙!!
! ))  (5) 

In Fig. 7 we plot Δσs against sample diameter for all the data from Fig. 6, together 

with data from small pillars of Cu-Al-Ni [17, 18, 20] and Ni-Mn-Ga (curves 

exhibiting the largest recoverable strain without residual strain are used) [8]. For 

diameters above roughly 10 µm the model is the same as that in Fig. 6. For samples 

smaller than that, the hysteresis rise from increasing surface-to-volume ratio is 

countered by a decreasing probability of encountering obstacles. Because the 

starvation term has square and cubic dependencies on D this results in a drop in 

hysteresis size below about 10 µm. For sample dimensions below 100 nm the 
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hysteresis becomes vanishingly small. We note that as compared to Fig. 6, the 

analysis in Fig. 7 requires no additional adjustable parameters to be fitted; the cross-

over to defect starvation, reflecting that the Poisson term becomes dominant in Eq. 5, 

emerges at approximately the correct location (at ∼6 µm) based only on our earlier 

analysis of defect density and spacing. The data in the starvation-dominated regime is 

taken from very different sample types and alloys and the discrepancy between data 

and model in Fig. 7 is therefore likely related to those samples having different values 

of nv, and D0.  

The schematization of three distinct regimes in Fig. 7 is physically reasonable in light 

of the body of experimental observations. The addition of the starvation-dominated 

regime reflects the decreased probability of encountering microstructural defects and 

therefore also the decreased nucleation probability. In the absence of suitable 

nucleation defects austenite will be stable at all - or at least a wider range of - 

temperatures, as has been reported in many recent studies on nanometer scale SMAs 

[3, 9, 10, 12, 73]. The onset of this regime depends not only on size but also on defect 

density, which may explain the large range of critical sizes reported for martensite 

suppression in samples obtained through different processing routes [3, 9, 10, 12, 73].  

7. Conclusions 

The morphology of Cu-Zn-Al microwires during a superelastic cycle has been studied 

by in situ scanning electron microscopy deformation experiments. To our knowledge 

this is the first systematic study of superelastic transformation morphology in the size 

range of ~20 to ~130 µm. A transition from multi-domain to single-domain 

transformation morphology is observed as the wire diameter is decreased. We relate 

the transition from a nucleation-dominated to a monolithic morphology to the ease of 
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domain growth: the fewer obstacles the interface encounters, the more domain 

growth. Furthermore, we use our observations to rationalize observed sample size 

effects upon transformation hysteresis in shape memory alloys based on the frictional 

energy dissipated when obstacles are bypassed by the austenite/martensite interface: 

the smaller the wire, the more obstacles are sampled on a per volume basis, and the 

larger the hysteresis size. 
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Figure 1. Heating and cooling differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) curves of Cu-Zn-Al 
microwire with diameter of 65 µm showing transformation temperatures.   
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Figure 2. In situ scanning electron microscopy images showing the evolution of martensite 
morphology during a superelastic cycle at room temperature. The wire is Cu-Zn-Al with a 
diameter of 116 µm and the dashed red lines mark grain boundary locations. Images from 
loading are on the left and unloading are on the right. The contrast of the martensite phase has 
been enhanced for visual clarity. 

 

Figure 3. In situ scanning electron microscopy images showing the evolution of martensite 
morphology during a superelastic cycle at room temperature. The wire is Cu-Zn-Al with a 
diameter of 21 µm and the dashed red line marks a grain boundary location. Images from 
loading are on the left and unloading are on the right. The contrast of the martensite phase has 
been enhanced for visual clarity. 
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Figure 4. Number of martensite plates per unit length of wire for the fine wire (blue circles) 
and the coarser wire (red squares) during a full superelastic cycle plotted against transformed 
fraction (martensite volume fraction). Arrows indicate loading and unloading. 
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Figure 5. (a) Linear and (b) volumetric martensite plate density (maximum upon loading, 
maximum upon unloading and average for all the acquired images) plotted against wire 
diameter for five different samples. The lines represent scaling relationships expected for 
surface and volume obstacles. 
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Figure 6. Stress hysteresis plotted against sample diameter for Cu-based shape memory 
alloys. Blue circles with diameters below 300 µm are Cu-Zn-Al and Cu-Al-Ni microwires. 
Blue circles with diameters larger than 300 µm are large single crystalline Cu-based SMAs 
[35, 68, 69]. Details of experimental data can be found in Ref [14]. The black curve is Eq. 2 
and the red curves are the surface and volume terms of Eq. 2 plotted separately. 

 

Figure 7. Stress hysteresis plotted against sample diameter. Colors indicate alloy family and 
the black curve is a model for hysteresis size developed in the text (Eq. 5). All data points are 
from superelastic curves where the reversible strain is above 3 % and without any residual 
deformation. Three regimes are distinguished where hysteresis size is dominated by different 
terms in Eq. 5. 


